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Abstract

DNA profiles can be obtained from ‘touch DNA’ evidence, which comprises microscopic traces of human biological material. Current methods for the recovery of trace DNA employ cotton swabs or adhesive tape to sample an area of interest. However, such a ‘blind-swabbing’ approach will co-sample cellular material from the different individuals, even if the individuals’ cells are located in geographically distinct locations on the item. Thus, some of the DNA mixtures encountered in touch DNA samples are artificially created by the swabbing itself. In some instances, a victim’s DNA may be found in significant excess thus masking any potential perpetrator’s DNA.

In order to circumvent the challenges with standard recovery and analysis methods, we have developed a lower-cost, ‘smart analysis’ method that results in enhanced genetic analysis of touch DNA evidence. We describe an optimized and efficient micro-manipulation recovery strategy for the collection of bio-particles present in touch DNA samples, as well as an enhanced amplification strategy involving a one-step 5 μl micro-volume lysis/STR amplification to permit the recovery of STR profiles from the bio-particle donor(s). The use of individual or few (i.e. “clumps”) of bio-particles results in the ability to obtain single source profiles. These procedures represent alternative enhanced techniques for the isolation and analysis of single bio-particles from forensic touch DNA evidence. While not necessary in every forensic investigation, the method could be highly beneficial for the recovery of a single source perpetrator DNA profile in cases involving physical assault (e.g. strangulation) that may not be possible using standard analysis techniques. Additionally, the strategies developed here offer an opportunity to obtain genetic information at the single cell level from a variety of other non-forensic trace biological material.

Introduction

Touch DNA is a form of trace biological evidence which is the direct transfer of cellular material (e.g. shed skin cells) from an individual to an object or another individual during physical contact1. The ability to obtain DNA profiles from a variety of touched objects (documents, bedding, shoes, firearms, drinking containers, pens, briefcase handles) has been reported in the literature2-9.

A critical factor in the analysis of touch DNA evidence is the successful recovery of the trace biological material present. Touch DNA evidence is typically collected by swabbing the suspected area with a sterile cotton swab (referred to as “blind-swabbing”). Using this approach, the nature of the collected biological material is not known and sampling of a generalized area is performed. The presence of surface grooves or crevices may impede the successful recovery of the often already small amount of biological material present. Additionally, a ‘blind-swabbing’ approach will necessarily co-sample cellular material from the different individuals whose cells are present on the item, even if the individuals’ cells are located in spatially distinct locations on the item. The recovery of admixed DNA profiles, which are often challenging to resolve particularly with low template DNA samples, is frequently observed8,10,11 and in many instances will be a consequential artifact of the swabbing process itself. If only a small amount of material was present from one of the donors, standard extraction and analysis techniques may fail to recover a profile from the minor contributor. Additionally, the type of swab or whether it was used dry or wet (pre-moistened with sterile water) may influence the amount of biological material that is collected due to differences in absorptivity and adsorptivity and the efficiency of release of the biological material12,2. Standard extraction methods may result in additional sample loss due to required physical manipulation of the sample or sample transfer steps.

As described above, simple swabbing techniques for the recovery of biological material may result in the loss of trace amounts of biological sample as well as an increased occurrence of admixed profiles due to a failure to separate individual biological components. Therefore, we sought to develop more selective and efficient recovery strategies for collection of cellular micro-particles present on touched objects. The developed strategy for the analysis of biological material from touch DNA evidence (referred to here as “bio-particles” due to the fact that a nucleus is not always visible since a majority of the cells found in the outer epidermal layer of skin are dead or dying keratinocytes15) involves the following: 1) collection of biological material (i.e. bio-particles) via gel-film from touched objects and surfaces, worn clothing items or direct human skin, 2) microscopic examination of the recovered biological material to ensure collection of potential human biological material, and 3) micro-
manipulation of single or few bio-particles using a water soluble adhesive, and 4) autosomal DNA-STR profiling of the collected bio-particles using a micro-volume (5 µL) one-step lysis/amplification reaction.

This procedure offers numerous advantages over traditionally used analysis methods. Recovery of bio-particles using the gel-film permits a microscopic examination of the biological material present in the sample prior to analysis. While a majority of the bio-particles recovered from touch DNA evidence may not be nucleated cells making it more difficult to determine which or how many bio-particles should be selected, the microscopic examination of these samples prior to analysis provides to opportunity to search for nucleated cells thus maximizing the probability of DNA profile recovery. The collection of bio-particles using water soluble adhesive-assisted micro-manipulation permits the direct transfer of targeted bio-particles into reaction tubes. This procedure is visualized under the microscope to ensure successful transfer of the biological material. The reduced or micro-volume reaction increases sensitivity while reducing the cost of analysis per sample. This permits the analysis of increased numbers of samples from an individual piece of evidence. Due to the range in the genetic state of bio-particles in touch DNA evidence, multiple samplings from individual items are recommended.

Here, we demonstrate the successful use of the developed protocols to obtain highly probative genetic profiles of the donors of biological material in touch DNA evidence. The developed bio-particle collection and DNA profiling methods provide a comprehensive ‘smart’ (i.e. specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and timely) molecular based approach to the characterization, analysis and interpretation of trace biological material. While originally developed for application to forensic analysis of touch DNA evidence, the strategies developed here can be applied to other sources of biological material and offer an opportunity to obtain individual identifying information at the single cell level.

Protocol

NOTE: Body fluids were collected from volunteers using procedures approved by the University of Central Florida’s Institutional Review Board. Informed written consent was obtained from each donor.

1. Collection of Bio-Particles from Touched Objects and Surfaces

1. Cut the gel-film to the desired size. Ensure that it is the appropriate size for the glass microscope slide being used as the solid support. For example, for a 3” x 1” glass slide, use a gel-film size of 2” x 0.75”.
   NOTE: The length and width of the material can be reduced, if desired, but should not exceed this size.
2. Remove the white backing from the gel-film and attach the gel-film to the microscope slide (Figure 1A). Press down firmly to ensure a complete attachment.
   NOTE: There is a clear top protective layer that should not be removed to allow pressure to be applied along the piece of gel-film without contaminating the gel-film surface. Prepared gel-film slides (with protective layer attached) can be stored at room temperature until needed.
3. Remove the clear top protective film from the gel-film using sterile tweezers when ready to use (Figure 1B) the gel-film sample. Place the gel-film surface in direct contact with the desired touched object or surface (Figure 2). Apply a small amount of pressure to ensure efficient transfer of bio-particles to the gel-film.
   NOTE: If too much pressure is applied, the glass slide could break.
   NOTE: Multiple samplings from the same object or surface can be collected onto the same piece of gel-film.
4. Confirm the transfer of bio-particles onto the gel-film (Figure 3) by placing the slide on a stereomicroscope (trans- or epi-illumination can be used). Use magnification of ~20x for best viewing larger areas of the gel-film, and magnification of ~200x for best viewing individual bio-particles.
5. Store the gel-film sample slide at room temperature in a covered slide box or use immediately for staining and/or bio-particle collection.

2. Optional Staining of Bio-Particles to Aid in Visualization

1. Place the gel-film sample slide prepared in Step 1 onto a slide-staining rack over a sink.
2. Using a disposable transfer pipet, cover the entire gel-film surface with trypan blue stain (Figure 4A). Incubate at room temperature for 1 – 2 minutes.
3. Remove excess stain by tilting the slide to allow the stain to drain off into the sink (Figure 4B).
   NOTE: The slide can be rinsed by gentle flooding with sterile water using a disposable transfer pipet if needed (Figure 4C).
4. Allow the slide to air dry before proceeding to isolation of bio-particles. View the slide using a stereomicroscope (~20x for overall viewing and ~200-300x to view individual bio-particles) to ensure proper staining (Figure 4D-E).
   NOTE: The slide can be stored at room temperature in a covered slide box.

3. Isolation of Bio-Particles of Interest for Analysis

1. Place the appropriate number of 0.2 mL PCR tubes in a rack and label the tubes appropriately.
2. Prepare the STR amplification mix (see materials list) in a designated PCR amplification hood or biosafety cabinet. Vortex the master mix well and briefly centrifuge in a mini-centrifuge.
   1. The volume of amplification mix needed per sample is 3.5 µL; prepare an appropriate volume of master mix for the desired number of samples.
3. Pipet 3.5 µL of amplification mix into each 0.2 mL tube. Cap each tube loosely.
4. Place a piece of double stick tape onto a clean glass microscope slide or directly onto a glass block.
   NOTE: This will be used to hold the 0.2 mL tube in place during sample collection.
5. Place a piece of double stick tape onto a clean glass microscope slide. Place a piece of water-soluble wave solder tape on top of the double stick tape.
   NOTE: This slide can be stored in a desiccator for future use.
6. Place the first 0.2 mL tube onto the double stick tape slide or block prepared in step 3.4. Set this tube aside until the sample is collected.

7. Place the water–soluble wave solder tape slide under the microscope (low magnification). Using the tip of a tungsten needle, gently scrape the surface of the tape in order to collect a small amount (or “ball”) of adhesive at the end of the needle (Figure 5A).

NOTE: A glass block can be used to support the slide if needed.

8. Carefully remove the tungsten needle with adhesive from under the microscope without disturbing the tip of the needle. The needle can be
place in a rack if desired during sample placement.

9. Place the prepared gel-film sample (from steps 1 & 2) on the microscope stage. Adjust the focus and magnification until the bio-particles can be easily viewed. Identify the bio-particles that will be collected.

NOTE: This is best performed while viewing through the microscope.

10. Retrieve the tungsten needle with adhesive ball, and place the needle over the gel-film surface where the bio-particles of interest are located. Press the tip of the needle (with adhesive) down so that it is in contact with the bio-particle (Figure 5B). Lift the needle up to ensure that the bio-particle has been collected. Repeat this process until the desired number of bio-particles has been collected.

11. Place the prepared 0.2 mL PCR tube on the microscope stage. Adjust the magnification so that the bottom of the tube containing the amplification mix is in focus.

12. Carefully insert the tungsten needle into the 0.2 mL PCR tube until the tip of the needle is in the amplification mix.

NOTE: This is best performed while viewing through the microscope.

13. Hold the needle in the amplification mix until the adhesive dissolves and the bio-particles are released into solution (Figure 5C). Remove the needle, place the 0.2 mL upright and loosely cap the tube.

14. Repeat the collection procedure for additional samples. Clean the tungsten needle with pre-moistened alcohol (isopropanol) wipes in between samples.

4. Combined Micro-Volume Nucleic Acid Isolation (Direct Lysis) and Autosomal Short Tandem Repeat (STR) Profiling

1. Prepare the lysis buffer (see materials list) in a designated PCR amplification hood or biosafety cabinet. Add 1.5 µL of the lysis buffer to each tube for a 5 µL total reaction volume. Close tube lids tightly.

NOTE: The 0.2 mL tubes already contain 3.5 µl of the amplification mix and the collection bio-particles from Step 3.

2. Place samples in the thermal cycler and amplify the samples using the following cycling conditions: 75 °C for 15 min; 95 °C for 11 min; 34 cycles of 94 °C 20 sec and 59 °C for 3 min; 60 °C for 10 min; and 4 °C hold.

1. Store amplification products at 4 °C for short term storage.

5. Product Detection – Capillary Electrophoresis (CE)

1. In a 96 well plate, add 10 µL of CE running mix (0.7 µg denatured formamide and 0.3 µg size standard, see materials list). Add 1 µL of amplified product or allelic ladder to each well. Caution: Formamide is a potential mutagen and should be handled in a chemical hood while wearing suitable personal protective equipment.

2. Use electrophoretic conditions specified by the manufacturer in the amplification kit manual or internally validated conditions.

3. Analyze raw data with STR analysis software.

Representative Results

Representative images of individual and clumped bio-particles that were recovered from a shirt collar (100% polyester) worn by a male donor are shown in Figures 6 (individual bio-particles) and 7 (clumped bio-particles). The bio-particles were recovered from the shirt collar using the protocol described here: transfer of bio-particles from the shirt collar to gel-film through direct contact, staining of the recovered bio-particles with trypan blue, collection of bio-particle samples using a tungsten needle and water soluble adhesive and STR analysis using the 5 µl micro-volume lysis/STR amplification. Figures 6 and 7 represent a typical sampling of bio-particles that would be analyzed from an individual touch DNA item (20 single/individual bio-particles and 20 clumped bio-particles). The bio-particle(s) collected in each image are labeled with length and width measurements (in microns). The percentage of STR alleles recovered from each of the collected bio-particle(s) is provided on each individual image to demonstrate the variable degrees of success that can be expected to be obtained from bio-particles with this type of evidence. The bio-particles recovered from touch DNA samples are largely dead or dying keratinocytes and therefore a probative STR profile is not obtained from each bio-particle collected, as can be seen in Figures 6 and 7. For this shirt collar sample, STR profiles were obtained from 14/20 (70%) of the individual bio-particles and 15/20 (75%) clumped bio-particles. However, each of the recovered profiles ranges in probative value: 3-97% allele recovery for individual bio-particles profiles and 3-100% allele recovery for the clumped bio-particle profiles. Due to the variability in success rates, the collection of numerous bio-particles from each touch DNA item is recommended. This ensures a better chance of obtaining a highly probative STR profile.

The STR profile obtained from one of the individual bio-particle samples from the shirt collar is shown in Figure 8 (the bio-particle from which the profile originated is shown to the left). Almost a full STR profile (28 out of 30 alleles, one locus drop out, accuracy of the obtained profile verified by comparison to a reference profile) was obtained from this individual bio-particle. The obtained profile is of high quality with reasonably balanced inter-locus peak heights and no allelic drop out. Allelic drop out and unbalanced peak height artifacts are both frequently observed with low template DNA samples. The STR profile obtained from one of the clumped bio-particle samples from the shirt collar is shown in Figure 9. A full STR profile (30/30 alleles, accuracy of the obtained profile verified by comparison to a reference profile) was obtained. As mentioned previously, an STR profile is not recovered from every bio-particle collected. An example of unsuccessful DNA profiling of a single bio-particle (3% allele recovery, 1/30 alleles) is shown in Figure 10 (individual bio-particle). While this individual bio-particle was not successful, highly probative STR profiles of the donor of the bio-particles in this sample were obtained from other bio-particles recovered from the same sample. This illustrates the need to perform multiple single cell/clump samplings from the same object.
The developed “smart” analysis methods described here for touch DNA evidence have been used successfully to recover probative single source profiles from single and “clumped” bio-particles from various touched objects and clothing items (e.g. chair armrests, car steering wheels, cell phones, coffee cups, cigarettes, pens, shirts, shorts and sweaters). However, importantly, this approach has also been used for the detection and profiling of male donor DNA (single source) in simulated physical contact/assault mixture samples (e.g. perpetrator grabbing a victim’s wrist, neck or clothing, or contact with victim’s bedding as in sexual assaults).

**Figure 1. Preparation of gel-film slides for bio-particle collection.**

A) The white back protective cover is removed using sterile tweezers from the piece of gel-film to expose the adhesive backing. The gel-film is then adhered to a glass microscope slide with firm pressure. B) When the gel-film sample is ready to be used for bio-particle collection, the top clear protective film is removed using sterile tweezers.
Figure 2. Bio-particle collection using gel-film from various substrates. The gel-film slides can be used to collect bio-particles from a variety of surfaces. The gel-film is placed in direct contact with the object or surface of interest. Gentle pressure is applied in order to transfer bio-particles onto the gel-film surface. Collection of bio-particles from A) worn clothing items (coat collar), B) touched objects (travel coffee cup) and C) direct human skin (male wrist) are shown.

Figure 3. Bio-particles on a worn clothing item (inside pant leg) and touched object. Bio-particles are transferred to gel-film through direct contact with the object surface. Bio-particles can be found as “clumps” or individual/single bio-particles (indicated with red arrows).
Figure 4. Optional staining of bio-particles on gel-film slides. For better visualization of bio-particles, gel-film samples can be stained with trypan blue stain. The entire surface of gel-film is covered by trypan blue (A). After 1 – 2 minutes of staining, the slide is gently tilted to allow excess stain to run off the slide (B). Gentle flooding with sterile water (C) can be used to remove excess stain. After the slide is air dried, the slide can be viewed under the microscope to ensure proper staining (D, E). Note: Not all bio-particles will appear stained (i.e. blue in color).
Figure 5. Bio-particle collection and analysis. A) A small amount (or “ball”) of water-soluble wave solder tape (“adhesive”) is collected on to the tip of a tungsten needle by gentle scraping. B) The adhesive is then touched to the gel-film surface in order to collect the bio-particles of interest. Individual or multiple bio-particles can be collected with a single adhesive ball. C) Once the desired bio-particles have been collected, the tip of the needle is placed into lysis buffer in a 0.2 mL PCR tube. The needle is held in the liquid until it dissolves and the release of bio-particles into solution is observed. All steps in the collection process are performed and viewed under the microscope to ensure successful bio-particle collection and transfer.
Figure 6. Individual Bio-Particles in a Shirt Collar Sample. Bio-particles were recovered using gel-film from the inside of a shirt collar worn by a male donor. The bio-particles were stained using trypan blue and images of twenty different individual bio-particles identified in the sample are shown. In each image, the bio-particle that was collected is circled (red circles indicating bio-particles in which a profile was recovered; black circles indicating bio-particles in which a profile was not recovered). The percent allele recovery (number of observed alleles out of a possible 30) is shown above the image of bio-particle from which a profile was recovered.
Figure 7. Clumped Bio-Particles in a Shirt Collar Sample. Bio-particles were recovered using gel-film from the inside of a shirt collar worn by a male donor. The bio-particles were stained using trypan blue and images of twenty different clumped bio-particles identified in the sample are shown. In each image, the bio-particle that was collected is circled (red circles indicating bio-particles in which a profile was recovered; black circles indicating bio-particles in which a profile was not recovered. The percent allele recovery (number of observed alleles out of a possible 30) is shown for each bio-particle from which a profile was recovered.
Figure 8. Autosomal STR profile obtained from a single bio-particle from a male shirt collar. An autosomal STR profile was obtained from a single bio-particle (shown on left) using the 5 µl direct lysis/amplification reaction. The accuracy of this profile was determined by comparison to a donor reference sample. Fifteen autosomal STR loci and amelogenin (sex determination) are co-amplified in a single reaction and separated by capillary electrophoresis. The results are displayed here as an electropherogram. Allele numbers are designation below each peak at each locus. The x-axis represents fragment size (base pairs, bp) and y-axis represents signal intensity (RFU relative fluorescence units; provided under each corresponding allele number). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
Figure 9. Autosomal STR profile obtained from a clumped bio-particle from a male shirt collar. An autosomal STR profile was obtained from a clumped bio-particle (shown on left) using the 5 µl direct lysis/amplification reaction. The accuracy of this profile was determined by comparison to a donor reference sample. Fifteen autosomal STR loci and amelogenin (sex determination) are co-amplified in a single reaction and separated by capillary electrophoresis. The results are displayed here as an electropherogram. Allele numbers are designation below each peak at each locus. The x-axis represents fragment size (base pairs, bp) and y-axis represents signal intensity (RFU relative fluorescence units; provided under each corresponding allele number). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Figure 10. Example of a failure to obtain an autosomal STR profile obtained from a collected bio-particle. The individual bio-particle shown on left was collected from a shirt collar gel-film sample. As can be seen from the resulting STR profile (shown on right), only one allele (out of 30 possible) was obtained. Allele numbers are designation below each peak at each locus. The x-axis represents fragment size (base pairs, bp) and y-axis represents signal intensity (RFU relative fluorescence units; provided under each corresponding allele number). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Discussion

Here we have described methods for the collection and enhanced genetic analysis of bio-particles recovered from touch DNA evidence. The developed approach involves the following: 1) collection of biological material (i.e. bio-particles) via gel-film from touched objects and surfaces, worn clothing items or direct human skin, 2) microscopic examination of the recovered biological material to ensure collection of potential human biological material, and 3) micro-manipulation of single or few bio-particles using a water soluble adhesive, and 4) autosomal DNA-STR profiling of the collected bio-particles using a micro-volume (5 µL) one-step lysis/amplification reaction. The use of a one-step closed tube reaction...
reduces the potential for contamination and sample loss from additional sample manipulations or transfer to other reaction tubes. The enhanced one-step micro-volume (5µl) lysis/STR amplification reactions permits the recovery of full or probative STR profiles of the donor of single or few bio-particles. This approach was developed to obtain single source STR profiles from single- and multi-source touch DNA evidence (e.g. worn clothing items and other household items, touched/handled objects and surfaces, skin/skin mixtures). It has successfully been used for the detection of the male donor in simulated physical assault mixture samples.

This approach could be further evaluated in additional body fluid/tissue mixture scenarios such as a victim scratching his/her assailant, in which only a few bio-particles from the assailant would be present amongst an overwhelming amount of biological material from the victim. Additionally, since this approach developed in the current study permits analysis at the single bio-particle level, it could be used to gain a better understanding of the nature and extent of secondary transfer\(^{14-19}\), in which an intermediary transfers a DNA profile on a surface, object or person to another surface object or person\(^{20}\). A blind-swabbing approach to the analysis of secondary transfer may fail to identify trace amounts of material from the secondary donor. The approach developed here permits the analysis of single or few bio-particles and therefore the results are not confounded by the presence of an overwhelming amount of biological material from the primary donor. The methodologies developed in this work may also have implications for the analysis of trace biological material in sexual assault cases such as those involving digital penetration of the vagina where positive identification of trace amounts of skin cells from the perpetrator could be crucial to establish that sexual contact occurred.

While the collection of bio-particles from gel-film sample does not involve difficult and complex manipulations, there are critical steps in this procedure that need to be performed with great care to ensure the successful transfer of bio-particles to the downstream reaction vessel. The collection of bio-particles with the water soluble adhesive must be viewed microscopically (i.e. stereomicroscope at high magnification (~200–300x)) to ensure that only the bio-particles of interest are collected. Depending on the size of the adhesive “ball” used, there is the potential to collect additional surrounding material which may include both biological and non-biological material (e.g. fibers, other debris). The collection of unintended additional bio-particles may result in the recovery of admixed DNA profiles. The collection of non-biological material may introduce inhibitors into the micro-volume lysis/STR reactions. If multiple bio-particles are collected with the same adhesive “ball”, there is a potential for previously collected bio-particles to become unattached from the adhesive. This is not frequently observed, but can occur when larger numbers of bio-particles are collected (e.g. over 50) with a single adhesive “ball”. If a large number of bio-particles are targeted, it is recommended that multiple collections of fewer bio-particles are made but all transferred into the same 0.2 mL tube. Once bio-particles have been collected, care must be taken during the removal of the gel-film slide from the microscope stage and the placement of the 0.2 mL tube so that the tip of the needle is not disturbed. During placement of the tip of the needle into the amplification mix at the bottom of the 0.2 mL tube, the tip of the needle should not make contact with the sides of the tube in order to avoid loss of material on the sides of the tube. While the solubilization of the adhesive is typically rapid (~30 seconds or less depending on the size of the adhesive “ball”) and can monitored during microscopic examination, the tip of the needle should be slowly removed from the amplification mix to ensure that complete solubilization of the adhesive has been achieved. If the adhesive has not completely dissolved, the needle can be returned to the liquid to allow complete dissolution.

The protocols described here have been optimized for use with bio-particles and human cells from forensic biological evidence. The lysis buffer selected is compatible with the selected DNA-STR amplification kit. While there may be suitable alternative lysis buffers, their efficiency in terms of cell lysis and compatibility with downstream analysis must be verified by the user. Additionally, the STR amplification kit and amplification cycle number described in this protocol have been optimized for use with single or few bio-particles. A next generation STR amplification kit with a next generation STR amplification kit with reported increased robustness and sensitivity was selected and has been demonstrated to result in the recovery of high quality STR profiles from single or few bio-particles. While numerous other STR kits, with varying recommended amplification cycle numbers, are available, they may not possess suitable sensitivity and therefore would need to be properly evaluated before use in these protocols.

Despite the successful use of the described methods for the recovery STR profiles from single or few bio-particles, the success rate of profile recovery will not be 100%. Therefore, for some samples a limited partial DNA profile or no profile may be observed. This cannot be avoided due to the inability to conclusively visually identify most bio-particles as cellular material, the potential degraded state of the nuclear material in the collected bio-particles or loss of sample material from the adhesive before transfer into the reaction vessel. Therefore, the analysis of a single bio-particle sample for each touch DNA item is not recommended. We frequently collect 20-sample sets from an individual gel-film sample and will collect additional sample sets as needed if a suitable STR profile is not obtained. The only limitation for collections is the amount of biological material present on the gel-film sample (and likely the cost of analysis, although the micro-volume reactions provide the opportunity to collect additional samples for a similar or lower cost as a single standard reaction volume (e.g. 25 µl)).

The developed DNA profiling methods described here provide a molecular based approach to the characterization, analysis and interpretation of trace biological material recovered from touch DNA samples. However, there is additional genetic information that can be obtained from the recovered bio-particles in addition to determination of the donor (i.e. STR profile) of the donor of the biological material. The tissue or body fluid source of origin (e.g. skin versus saliva) may provide crucial contextual information to a criminal investigation. Without such a determination, the ambiguity of the tissue source of origin can be exploited as alternative circumstances of the crime (e.g. how the body fluid may have been deposited) could be suggested. The bio-particle collection and isolation protocols described here could be used to collect bio-particles or other cells (e.g. buccal, vaginal) for use in a tissue source identification (mRNA profiling\(^{25-26}\)) strategy that involves micro-volume reverse transcription (RT) and amplification reactions. With further optimization it may also be possible to develop a DNA/RNA co-isolation strategy to permit cell type identification (RNA) and STR profiling from the same sample, including bio-particles from touch DNA evidence.
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